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Robin Reade Morning's Glory 

Each £201$3 

2w-gwy 	BRIDGET CRAMSIE (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 4/22/86. Spring Valley x Top of the Hill. 
A beautiful flower with spreading pure white perianth segments and green 
eyed corona, white edged with a small yellow rim. 

Each £2 0/$30 

3w-gy 
	

MORNING'S GLORY (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 8/60/79. Merlin x Rockall. This is strange 
as it has no hint of red, beautiful pure white perianth and green eye with 
slightly crinkled yellow corona. A tall elegant flower. 

Wee  m Tullymore Angelic Pearl 
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NEW INTRODUCTIONS FOR 2003 

2y-or 	ROBIN READE 2-3 (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 2/11182. Bunclody x Zeus. A brilliant medium 
sized flower with smooth even perianth segments of bright yellow, with green 
eye and bright orange corona with slightly frilled and expanded edge. 	Each £40/$6 

2w-p 	TULLYMORE {Robinson/Carncairn) Sdg. No. 6/8/85. Sweet Georgia Jackson x Dailmanagh 
(Lea). Pure white perianth with overlapping bowl shaped corona of soft pink. Each £201$30 

ANGELIC PEARL (Robinson/Carncairn) Sdg. No. 1/5/79. Homage x Verona. 
Pure white perianth and slightly frilled corona with a dark green eye. 
Holds its head well. In some seasons the corona is edged with lemon. 

WEE TAM (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 2/80/89. Bagatelle open pollinated. 
Very small with straight trumpet. Slightly darker than the perianth. 
Very tiny and unusual from most miniatures. 
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Miniature 
1y-y 

Each E20/$30 

Each £20/$30 
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GENERAL INFORMATION AND TERMS OF BUSINESS NEW INTRODUCTIONS FOR 2001/2002 

ly-y 	GEORGE AGAIN 2-3 (Tarry/Carncairn) Sdg. No. 5/24/85. Broad, ovate segments. 

Vivid yellow. Smooth overlapping. Corona slightly darker than the perianth. 

Very early Breeding Ellimatta Gold x Silcock (Sdg. 2/155/73) 	 Each £20/$30 

2w-gyp 
	

IRISH EVENING 3-4 (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 1/9/87. Graduation O.R Quite large flower 
with well formed flat perianth segments and a bowl shaped corona. Smooth yellow 

with green or sometimes white at the base of the corona, and a reddish pink at the rim. 

Each £20/$30 

This catalogue cancels all previous issues. All bulbs are offered subject to crop and being 
unsold at time of receipt of order. Specially selected substitutes will be sent in the event of 
varieties being unavailable, unless otherwise instructed. 

Orders should be received before the end of July and will be packed in order received. 
Priority will be given to prepaid orders. Orders will not be acknowledged unless specially 
requested. 

Invoices are included in the parcels sent out and payment on receipt is a condition of sale 
when payment in advance has not been made. 

Receipts of payment are not sent unless specially requested. 

All bulbs travel at purchaser's risk. No complaint as regard to quality of bulbs, size, health 
or numbers will be entertained unless made immediately upon receipt of bulbs. 

POSTAGE AND PACKING: Extra bulbs will be sent to compensate if P&P has been over 
estimated, Please allow for gratis bulbs when estimating P&P. 

EXCHANGE RATE: A rate of $1.50 and £1.50 to the sterling including bank conversion 
charges has been estimated. Extra bulbs will be sent if rate changes to customers' 
disadvantage. 

PAYMENT: Payment must be by cheque or international money order payable in Britain in 
£ sterling, US $ or Euro. 

Eurocheques and Savings Bank Cheques are not accepted by our bank. 

PRE-PAID POSTAGE AND PACKING RATES 

USA/Canada EC Europe Non EC Europe Japan/Australia/NZ 	UK 

Up to 5 bulbs $14.00 f 6.50/10.50 £ 7.00/11.50 £14.00 £2.25 
6 to 10 bulbs $16.50 £10.00/16.00 £11.00/17.50 £16.50 £4.50 
11 to 20 bulbs $27.50 £13.50121.50 £16.50/26.50 £22.00 £5.00 
Each additional bulb $ 	1.40 f 0.55/0.90 f 0.55/0.90 £ 	1.20 f 1.00 per 10 

bulbs or part of 

Extra bulbs will be sent if you overestimate the postage.  

2y -O 	RIVER PARTY 2 -3 (Carncairn) Sdg.No. 20/2/82. Round perianth segments of vivid 

yellow. Cup shaped corona of vivid reddish orange, loosely frilled. Name chosen when 

a bulb of it was auctioned on a boat in Oregan. Breeding Bunclody x Safari. 

Each £20/$30 

2y-yy0 	KATHLEEN NIGHTINGALE 2-3 (Tarry/Carncairn) Sdg.No. 3/43/83. Very smooth 

flower forming a double triangle with very broad perianth segments. Bowl shaped 

corona with pale orange rim. Came third in Single Bloom Class, Portland. Breeding 

Kasia x Badbury Rings. Each £20/$30 

9w-gyr 
	

AUDREY ROBINSON 4 (Robinson/Carncarin) Sdg.No. 4/9/81 Very smooth overlapping 
S 
	

perianth sparkling with "Diamond Dust". Corona has lovely green centre surround with 

a yellow band and edged with an orange-red rim. Photographed by Tom Stettner from 
U.S.A. when he visited our fields some years ago. See front cover. Breeding Cantabile 

x Seedling (Milan x Smyrna.) This seed was given to us by Arthur Robinson and so we 

are naming it in memory of Audrey, his late wife. Each £20/$30 

2w-gpp 	GENTLE IRENE 2 -3 (Carncaim) Sdg. No. 1/30/86. Graduation O.P. Very large 
flower, very green eye, lovely in pot. Good poise, tall. Corona changes colour as 
flower ages, starting yellow-orange with a Distinct pink-red rim gradually 

turning darker pink, with green at base. 	 Each L20/$30 

2y -yyo 	SALLY KINGTON 2 -3 (Tarry/Carncairn) Sdg. No. 1/43183. Kasia x Badbury Rings. 

Deep yellow perianth. Deeper yellow corona, edged with orange-red. 	Each £20/$30 



NEW INTRODUCTIONS FOR 2000 GENERAL LIST IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER 

  

9w-gyr BRAIDVALLEY 4.5 (Robinson-Carncairn) Sdg. No.2/19/78. Como x Andrew Marvel. 

W. Toal Award (Best bloom any other division) Belfast Show 1999. Sister seedling to 
Braid Song. Perianth segments very overlapping. Lovely dark green eye and deep red 

rim to corona. Each £20/$30 

The divisions are marked on the left of each name. S indicates scented. 

2y-wwy 	ACCORD 2-3 (Pannill) Bright lemon yellow perianth with smooth, rounded and 

overlapping segments. The corona is scalloped with a wide roll and fades to cream 
edged with yellow. Poise good. Bethany x Rus Holland. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

 

   

r. 4y-y 	GARDEN VILLAGE 3-4 (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 4/14/86. Egg Nog x Arctic Char. 

Deep yellow double with very smooth well formed back petals usually making 
three layers. The inner petals are darker yellow and slightly serrated. 

Won in Double Class, Ballymena. 	 Each£25/$37.50 

7y-o 	IRISH TRIP 3-4 (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 10/6/86. Stylish x Rory's Glen. This is a mystery 
flower coming with two or three flowers per stem. The coronas are deep orange-red and 

perianths deep yellow with flushes of orange when mature. It appeared in a batch of 

Stylish x Rory's Glen seedlings. Name suggested by V. A. Barker from England who saw 
it in bloom and bought some of the bulbs for growing cut flowers. 

Each £15/$22.50 

4w-w 
	

TOM'S CHOICE 4-5 (Carncairn) Sdg. No. 1/4/65. Cushendall x Sea Green. A little jewel 

of a flower coming with flat back petals sparkling with "Diamond Dust" and two layers 

of inner petals (not always even) strong poeticus scent. Photographed by Tom Stettner 
from U.S.A. when he visited our fields some years ago. 	 Each E10/$15 

DAFFODIL SOCIETIES WORTHY OF SUPPORT 

The American Daffodil Society 
Naomi Liggett, 4'126 Winfield Rd, 

Columbus, Ohio OH 43220 - 4606, USA 
Email: Nliggett@compuserve.com  

The Daffodil Society 
Mrs J Petheridge, The Meadows, Puxton, 

Nr. Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset BS24 6TF 

The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group 
Mr James R Smyth, Fort Hill, Tullyglush Road, 

Banbridge, Co. Down BT32 3TN 

4w-or 	ACHENTOUL 3-4 (Lea) Fine red and white double of good form on a good 

strong stem. Sdg. No. 1/34153 x Acropolis. 	 Each £2/$3 

3w-w 	ACHNASHEEN 3-4 (Lea) Very pure white with a small flattish white cup. 

Suliven x Hamzali. 	 Each £2/$3 

4w-r 	ACROPOLIS 4-5 (Richardson) A very fine red and white double. 

Good show flower. Falaise x Limerick 
	

Each £1/$1.50 

4y-o 
	

AFFABLE 4 (Mitsch) Lovely late flower with rounded, broad perianth segments. 

Pale buff apricot, with light orange corona segments, frilled. Gaytime x Daydream. 
Each £2/$3 

3o-r 	ALTRUIST 3-4 (F E. Board) A very striking flower with flat perianth segments of 

coppery orange and small flat orange red crown crinkled at the edge. 

Kindled x Alport. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

2y-w 
	

ALTUN HA 3-4 (A.1. R. Pearson) Excellent exhibition flower. 

Camelot x Daydream 	 Each £61$9 

2y-ww 
	

AMBER CASTLE 3-4 0. L. Richardson) Has a deep lemon perianth with a 

white halo and cylindrical crown suffused with amber buff tones. 

An unusual flower and good for exhibitions. Camelot x Daydream. 	Each £1/$1.50 

4w-w 	ANDROCLES 3-4 (Panniii) Pure white double (Snowshill x seedling) 	Each £8/$12 

4y-y 	ANGKOR 2-3 (Mitsch) Ivory lemon perianth segments, corona segments 

slightly darker in tone. Widely overlapping perianth that is sometimes reflexed. 

Good stem and neck. Gaytime x Daydream. 	 Each £2/$3 

1 w-y 
	

APOSTLE 2-3 (Pannill) Large bicolour with smooth off-white perianth and large light 

lemon trumpet fluted and rolled at edge. Bonnington x Empress of Ireland. 
Each f31$4.50 

2w-p 	ARCTIC CHAR 3-4 (Evans) Intense pink corona contrasting with pure 

white perianth. Accent x Mabel Taylor x Radiation. 	 Each £51$7.50 



3y-yyr 

S 
BADBURY RINGS 2-3 (J, W. Blanchard) This is a really good and consistent flower. 
A tali sturdy plant with lovely rounded flowers comprised of broad, overlapping and 
very flat deep yellow perianth segments and a saucer cup of deeper gold and banded 

uniformly in bright orange red. Very successful pollen parent. Ferndown x Achduart. 

Each £4/$6 

Each £5/$7.50 

Each E2/$3 

2o-o 	BAILEY 2-3 (Robinson-Carncairn) Good show flower. Lasts and travels well. 

Best seedling Hilisborough N.I. 1990. Breeding Bunclody x Fireraiser. 
Seedling No. 2/2/80. 

1 Y1 	BALLYARNETT 1 (Carncairn) This is a large soft yellow trumpet and the 
earliest 1 y-y we have grown. Goldcourt x Moonstruck. 

7w-p 

1 w-w 

BELL SONG 3-4 (Mitsch) Flat perianths of pale lemon with a suggestion of pink 

near the base changing to ivory as the flower ages. Usually two or three blooms 

per stem. (Wild Rose x Interim) x Jonquilla. Each £2/$3 

BEN AVON 2-3 (Lea) Canisp x (Empress of Ireland x Glenshesk). 	Each £3/$4.50 

Each £1/$1.50 

Each £2/$3 

6y-a 	BERYL 2-3 (Williams) Primrose perianth and orange bell-shaped cup. 

Very dainty flower. Cyclamineus x Poeticus. 

ly-gyy 	BISHOPSTONE 3-4 (Carncairn) Resembling Loughanmore but with green 

tinges in trumpet. Loughanmore x Golden Sovereign. 

Each £5/$7.50 

12y-o 	BITTERN 2-3 (Mitsch) A unique flower with two or three blooms per stem. 

S 	Clear yellow perianth and long crowns of bright orange-red. 

Something quite different. Matador x Cyclamineus. 

Each E1/$1.50 

3w-ooy 	BLARNEY 4 0. L. Richardson) A most charming flower with a firm, 

satin-smooth show-white perianth and a fiat salmon-orange crown with a 

narrow primrose rim. Mitylene x Sunstar. 

Each £557.50 

1 y-y 	BALLYLIG 3 (Carncairn) Very large deep yellow flower. Useful for late shows 

when most yellow trumpets are over. Seedling No. 23/8/76. 
Loughanmore x Golden Sovereign. Each L1/S1.50 

2y-o 	BORDER CHIEF 4 C. L. Richardson) A large flower with a bright yellow 

perianth and a Large extended bowl shaped crown of intense red. 

Carbineer x Bahram. 

1 y-y 

3 Y - Y 

BARFLY 2-3 (W. Jackson 1980) 	 Each £2/$3 

BEIGE BEAUTY 3-4 (Mitsch) This lovely show flower develops colouring a few 

days after opening. The perianth taking on a soft chartreuse and the crown 
fading to almost the same colour. Greenisland x Chinese White. 	Each £1/$1.50 

2y-yor 	ARMLEY WOOD 3-4 (Noton) Kilmorack x Pinza. 	 Each E2/$3 

4y-y 	ASLAN 3-4 (Carncairn) A very striking yellow double with smooth regular outer 

perianth segments. Inner segments very deep yellow. A consistent show flower. 
Seedling No. 7111/78. Egg Nog x Daydream. 	 Each £4/$6 

lw-y 	ATHOL 3 (J. A. °Wore) Kanchenjunga x Trousseau 	 Each E3/$4.50 

2w-o 	AVENGER 4 (J. L. Richardson) One of the first but still one of the best 

Kilworth x Arbar series. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

6y-y 	BABY DOLL 2-3 (M. P Williams) This is an old but attractive cyclamineus 

registered in 1957. Dainty with deep yellow colouring. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

lw-w 	BALLYFREMA 2.3 (Carncairn) Pure white medium sized flower with a 

very straight trumpet. Very consistent. Empress of Ireland x Arctic Doric. Each £3/$4.50 

30-o 	BENEFACTOR 3-4 (Carncairn) Altruist 0. P. 1 think this is the hest of a large 
batch of Altruist seedlings which has produced some beautiful show flowers. The 

perianth is very broad and overlapping of clear apricot-orange, intensifying with age. 

The cup is orange-red, crinkled but lying flat against the perianth. 	Each £3/$4.50 

2w-yoo 	BEN VORLICH 2-3 (Lea) White petals of smooth texture, and a bright orange- 

red flared cup. It has a very strong stem and neck. Excellent for show or garden. 

Sdg. 1/27/58 x Rockall. 	 Each £21$3 

2-o-o 	BALLYVADDY 3-4 (Carncairn)'A very round flower with brilliant orange colouring. 

The bowl shaped corona is darker orange, almost red. Stylish x Fireraiser. Each £10/$15 

1y-y 	BARADOC 1-2 (W. Jackson, Jnr) Berit x Bene 

1w-p 	BOUDOIR 4 (Carncairn) A very beautiful trumpet of soft powdery pink. 

Rose of Traiee x Seedling. 	 Each £2/$3 

BRAID SONG 4-5 (Robinson/Carncairn) A truly beautiful poet which we have grown 

successfully for many years, which has picked up a few prizes. 1998 was a very 

successful year for it, winning prizes in Belfast where it got best unregistered seedling 
in the open classes and in Omagh best Div. 5-9. It was also good enough to pick up a 

rosette at the N.I.D.G. late show. We are grateful to Arthur Robinson who sent us the 

seed. Como x Andrew Marvel. 	 Each £1 0/$15 

2w-yyo 	BRAVE JOURNEY 4 (Carncairn) A large flower with very rounded, overlapping 

perianth with a wire rim of clear orange. Merlin x Seedling. 	 Each £l/$1.50 

9w-gyo 
S 

Each E11$1.50 



3w-o 	BRAVURA 5 (Wilson) A very large flower with broad white perianth and a well 
balanced, vivid orange-scarlet crown. A strong and vigorous plant. Excellent seed 

parent. Folly x Sunstar. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

2y-r 
	

BRAZIER 2-3 (J. A. O'More) Very bright colouring registered by 
Peter Ramsay in 1980. Firemaster x Red Baron. 	 Each 044.50 

3w-w 	BRYHER 3-4 (R. V. Favell) pre 1939. Late pure while same type as Frigid. 
Silver Coin x Raeburn. 	 Each £2/$3 

2y-o 	BUNCLODY 4 (Lea) A medium sized flower with intense red cup and smooth flat 
perianth of richest gold. Excellent show flower. Revelry x Seedling. 	Each £2/$3 

7y-r 	BUNTING 3-4 (Mitsch) One of the most beautiful red cupped jonquils. 
Very bright neat cup. Most stems have two blooms. Narvik x Jonquilla. Each £1/$1.50 

2y-gyo 
	

BURMA STAR 2-3 (Carncairn) A strong grower producing a large number of flowers. 
Deep yellow perianth and sculptured cup. Lovely green eye shading to yellow and then 
bright orange which extends 3/4 of the way down the cup. Vulcan x Spelter. 

Each £1/$1.50 

3w-yyo 
	

BUSHMILLS 4 (W.J. Dunlop) Old cultivar bred from Portrush by Foggy Dew, this is a 
very attractive flower. Broad, flat smooth pure white perianth of perfect quality and 

nicely proportional crown with a wire rim of pinky orange. Good pollen parent. 

Each £2/$3 

2w-gpp 
	

CAIRNDHU 4 (Carncairn) This small dainty flower comes consistently in good form. 
It has a dark olive-green, deep pink trilled cup and sparkling white perianth. 

Each £1/$1.50 

3w-yyo 
	

CALLAWAY 4 (Carncairn) Snow Magic O.R An unusual flower which appears to 

have a pink flush to the perianth in the early stages but when mature becomes 
glistening white. Corona yellow with soft pinkish orange rim with indentations. 
Good increaser. Each £31$4.50 

9w-gyr 	CAMPION 5 (B. S. Duncan) A poet of exhibition quality. First prizes 
S 	London 1984, Ballymena 1982. Milan x Cantabile. 	 Each L2/53 

2w-w 
	

CAPE COOL 2-3 (Carncairn) A tall early flower with a straight cup and short neck. 
A lovely white with green tinges like Empress of Ireland. 
Empress of Ireland x Arctic Doric. 	 Each E1 /$1 .50 

3w-y 
	

CARNEARNEY 4.5 (Carncairn) A very tall' flower with overlapping perianth 

segments and butter yellow corona opening with a faint orange rim which soon 

fades. Show flower. in our winning 12 Omagh 1994. Merlin x Rockall. 	Each £81$12 

WW 
	

CHANIA 2-3 (Carncairn) A large flower well proportioned with a slightly greenish tinge 

where the perianth segments join the corona. Very short neck. Show flower. 

Empress of Ireland x Arctic Doric. 	 Each £2/$3 

6y-y 
	

CHARITY MAY 1-2 (Coleman) A charming and graceful flower of lovely quality and a 

soft clear yellow. Broad overlapping much reflexed perianth segments. Cup waisted 

with frilly and expanded mouth. Mitylene x N. Cyclamineus. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

7y-w 
	

CHAT 3 (Mitsch) A reverse jonquil of very nice form. Perianth of pale lemon 

S 
	

with cups fading to white. Up to three flowers per stem. Binkie x Jonquilla. 
Each £1/$1.50 

2w-y 
	

CLADY COTTAGE 3 (Carncairn) A very decorative flower for potting, floral art and 

garden display. Perfectly formed coronas of brilliant yellow with pure white narrow 

perianth segments slightly reflexing. Folly OP. 	 Each £1/51.50 

1 w-w 
	

CLONEYTRACE 2-3 (Carncairn) A very healthy plant making clean bulbs, has grown 

consistently for many years without basal rot. 1 think 1 have underestimated this flower. 

It has breeding potential if crossed with a good lw-w Sdg.No.1/69/69. 

Empress of Ireland x Arctic Doric. 	 Each L5157.50 

2w-p 	CLOSE ENCOUNTER 3-4 (Pannill) Cream-white perianth with long cup of rose pink. 

Woodlea x Fintona. 	 Each £4156 

3w-yor 	COLLEY GATE 2-3 (Lea) Exhibition flower. Good form and colour, Merlin x Rockall. 

Each E2/$3 

2y-r 	COLORFUL 2-3 (W.Jackson, Jnr) 1979. Brilliantly coloured exhibition flower, 
Each £3/$4.50 

1 y-y 	COMAL 3 (W.Jackson, Jnr) Very smooth texture, pure golden yellow, Letti x Zimi. 
Each £31$4.50 

2w-gyo 	CONESTOGA 3-4 (W.A.Bender) An unusual flower with good colour contrast having a 

pure white rounded perianth and flat cup, scalloped at the edge, of clear true orange 

colour. Orion x Anacapri. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

3w-gww COOL CRYSTAL 4-5 (Mitsch) Chinese White seedling. Similar to Chinese White but 
2y-wwy 	CARIB GIPSY 5 (A. J. R. Pearson) Broad, smooth perianth and bell shaped crown, 	 with more substance, whiter and with a bowl shaped cup. Has many show bench 

almost a trumpet. Best Division 2 R.H.S. 1989. Camelot x Daydream. 	 successes. 	 Each £21$3 
Each £5/$7.50 



2w-wwp CORAL LIGHT 3-4 (A. N. Kanouse) A very beautiful flower with a neat goblet shaped 
	

6w-y 
	

DOVE WINGS 1-2 (C. F Coleman) A.M., R.H.S. 1954. A sister seedling to Jenny White, 

cup of an unusual shade of pink at the edge. Green island x Interim. 	Each £2153 
	

reflexing perianth and primrose yellow cup finely indented at the rim. A good 

garden flower. Mitylene x N. Cyclamineus. 	 Each £1/51.50 

2y-wwy 
2o-r 	CREAGH DUBH 2-3 (Lea) Very deep orange colour in perianth and goblet shaped cup. 

Rather a long neck but good poise. Top class show flower. 

(Chungking x Spry) x Home Fires) x Vulcan. 	 Each £31$4.50  
DRUMNABREEZE 3 (Carncairn) A very large flower with the shortest possible neck. 

The corona reverses quickly leaving the crinkled edge deep yellow. 

Daydream x Moonspell. 	 Each £1/$1.50 
2w-gww 

2w-p 

2w-r 

1w-p 

4w-p 

4w-p 

7y-w 

4y-o 

3w-gyr 

3w-goo 

4w-p 

CRYSTAL BLANC 3 (PanniII) Very good exhibition flower with heavy substance and 

good form. Pure sparkling white. Easter Moon x Pristine. 	 Each £31$4.50 

DAILMANACH 3-4 (Lea) One of the best exhibition pinks. A large flower with 

glistening white perianth and long slightly rolled cup which is clear pink to the base. 

Also very good for breeding. lnverpolly x Navarro Sdg. 797 (interim x Salmon 

Trout) x Rosedew. 	 Each £4156 

DECOY 3-4 (Mitsch) Particularly noted for its brilliant colouring. A red cup coming from 

deep pink, opening yellow. 	 Each £2/$3 

DEL REY 2-3 (W. G. Pannill) (Interim x Rose of Tralee) x Apline Glow. 	Each £4/$6 

DELNASHAUGH 4 (Lea) The perianth segments are broad and flat and the inner 

segments are deep pink interspersed with white. Produces pollen and is sometimes 

fertile. Kinbrace x Romance. 	 Each U/53 

DERVOCK 3-4 (Carncairn) A very neat white pink double, makes small pink rosettes 

backed by even white perianth segments. Egg Nog x Castle Dobbs. Sdg. No. 1/66/79. 

Each £10/515 

DICKCISSEL 3 (Mitsch) A very attractive reverse bicolour. 

Two or three blooms per stem. Binkie x Jonquilla. 	 Each £2153 

DISCOVERY 4 (Mitsch) A distinctive double with fewer segments than some but very 

elegant and with beautiful colours. A good increaser. Daytime x Daydream. 

Each £3/$4.50 

DIVERSION 4 (Carncairn) Very dark green eye, yellow mid-zone and narrow orange-

red rim. Perianth very pure white. Consistent prize-winner. Bravura x Bushmills. 

Each £2153 

DOCTOR HUGH 2-4 (B. S. Duncan) Very deep red cup. Like an improved Rockall. 

Consistent prize winner. Mahmoud x Don Carlos. 	 Each £4/$6 

DOUBLE BLUSH 4 (Carncairn) A delightful pink double growing on medium length 

stems. Good in pots having very uniform flowers like peach-pink rosettes backed by 

smooth cream-white petals. Egg Nag x Little Princess. Each £2/53 

2y-o 
	

DRUMRUNIE 2 (Lea) Tall, strong growing, well contrasted flowerwhich makes 

excellent bulbs. Seedling x Vulcan. 	 Each L1/51.50 

2w-ypp 
	

ECLAT 4 (Mitsch) A flower of very brilliant colouring. The flat pink cup can be almost 

red in some cases. Of value for breeding. Caro Nome x Accent. 	Each E1/$1.50 

2w-p 
	

EDGE GROVE 2-3 (Carncairn) Perianth of smooth texture standing at right angles to 

the tube shaped corona which is slightly expanded at the mouth. Exhibition flower. 

Each £51$7.50 

3w-gyy 
	

EMINENT 4-5 (Mitsch) Cool Flower. Greenisland x Bithynia. 	 Each £1151.50 

3w-gyo 
	

FAIRSEL 2-3 (Ballyclorn Bulb Farm) Resembles "Fairmile" but with deep green at 

corona base. Lough Areema x Cantabile. 	 Each £2/$3 

8y-r 
	

FALCON ET (Mitsch) A lovely small flower with several florets per stem. 

S 
	

Brilliant orange crowns and flat yellow perianths. Not completely hardy in very 

cold weather. Matador x lonquilla. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

2w-p 
	

FANIA 3.4 (Carncairn) An elegant pink, the corona slightly expanded and serrated, 

paler at the edge, curling back a little. Perianth shovel shaped making 2 triangles. 

1 st Prize Seedling class, Bangor, Co, Down, 1994. Sdg. No. 5/11/86. 

Dailmanch x Quiet Day 
	

Each £10/$15 

1  v- 11 
	

FIDELITY 2-3 (Mitsch) Pale sulphur yellow perianth segments. 
ti 
	

The apricot pink corona is flared, and its rim rolled. Gloriola x Rima. 	Each £3154.50 

3y-r 
	

FIELDFARE 3 - 4 (Robinson/Carncairn) Very Smooth perianth segments of vivid yellow. 

Corona bright orange with darker rim. Sdg. No. 2/36179, 

Montego x (Red Bay x Circlet). 	 Each £5/$7.50 

20-o 	FIRERAISER 3-4 (Carncairn) The corona is a bright orange-red, and the whole flower is 

the most incredible burning orange colour which intensifies as the flower ages. 

Vulcan x Spelter. 	 Each £5/$7.50 



6y-y 

4y-wwy 

FLIRT 2-3 (Richardson) Jenny O.P. Another Richardson cultivar which we have 

decided to name. A delightful little flower quite unique, with a round cup, 

and perianth segments which curl back almost as soon as the flower opens. 

Formerly seedling R699. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

FOOLS GOLD 4 (Carncairn) Our first reverse bicolour double. Not large but elegant. 

When fully reversed the petaloids are white, beautifully edged with gold. 

Daydream x Egg Nog. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

2y-y 	GOLD CONVENTION 3 (Lea) A wonderfully consistent exhibition flower of very round 

flat form, smoothest texture and of deepest maximus golden colour throughout. 

A vigorous tall plant. 	 Each £7.50/$11.25 

1y-y 	GOLD FINGER 3 (B.S. Duncan) Golden Jewel O.P. Beautifully refined flower with flat, 

heart-shaped perianth segments behind a mildly expanded and serrated cylindrical 

trumpet. The flower is of deepest gold with excellent substance and texture. 

Each £8/$12 

2w-gpp 	FRAGRANT ROSE 4.5 (B. S. Duncan) One of the best pinks, with heavy texture and 

S 	wonderful colour, scented. Good exhibition flower. Roseworthy Seedling x Merlin. 

Each £4/$6 

2y-yyo 	FRONT ROYAL 3 (Navarro) Exhibition flower. Carbineer x Majorca. 	Each £2/$3 

4w-r 	GAY CHALLENGER 4-5 (J. L. Richardson ) A very large flower of lovely quality 

with pure white perianth and inner perianth segments interspersed with deep 

orange red. Gaytime x Arbar. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

4w-y 
	

GAY SYMPHONY 3-4 (1. L. Richardson) A very large flower like its sister Gay Song 

in size and form, but with inner petals of pale lemon yellow. A striking large double 

with strong stems. 	 Each £2/$3 

2w-gpp 	GEORGE'S PINK (Carncairr/Tarry) The corona is long and trumpet shaped, curling 

back at the mouth, deep pink with a lovely green eye. Ann Cameron x Dailmanach. 

Each £5/$7.50 

GOLDEN CHORD 3 (Pannill) Bright golden yellow trumpet with scalloped margin. 

Broad rounded smooth perianth. Slightly paler. Arctic Gold x Royal Oak. 

Each £9/$1330 

1y-y 
	

GOLDEN GIRL 3-4 (Carncairn) Named in memory of a very special person. 

Deep golden yellow trumpet of great value for late shows. Very smooth texture, 

trumpet serrated and curling back at the mouth. Sdg No 32/8/76. 

Loughanmore x Golden Sovereign. 	 Each £1 0/$15 

2y-gyy 	GOLDEN JEWEL 3-4 (Bloomer) Deep gold flower. Many times a prize-winner. 

Camelot x Arctic Gold. 	 Each £2/$3 

1y-y 	GOLDENVALE (F E. Board) 1976. Attractive yellow trumpet. 

Golden Rapture x Chevalier. 	 Each £2/$3 

6y-y 
	

GOLDEN WINGS 2.3 (Ballydorn Bulb Farm) Charity May O.P. 

Perianth segments of golden yellow, corona deeper in tone. 	 Each £4/$6 

3w-gyr 
S 

3w-gyy 

GLASNEVIN 2-3 (Carncairn) A large very pure white flower with bowl shaped ribbed 

corona and broad overlapping perianth segments. Exhibition flower. Named especially 

for Glasnevin Jubilee. Seedling No. 1/12/82. Polar Circle x Soledad. Each £8/$12 

GLENDUN 3.4 (Carncairn) A little jewel with a bright cheerful face, sparkling white 

perianth and short crown, dark eye, geometrically placed stamens, chrome yellow mid 

zone and crinkled edge of red-orange. Seedling No. 3/47/82, 

Red Cottage x O.P. 	 Each £547.50 

GOOSE GREEN 4 (Ballydorn) A delightful flower, bred from two Division 9 seedlings. 

Pure white perianth and yellow crown with thin, frilled red rim. 

The eye is emerald green. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

GRACE NOTE 5 ( G. E. Mitsch) Probably Cushendall x Cantabile. Small with a pure 
white perianth with incurving segments. The eye is a vivid emerald green with a f rifled 

lemon margin. Very decorative. 	 Each £2/$3 

2w-w 

3w-gro 

1y-o 	GLENFARCLAS 2.3 {Lea) A borderline orange trumpet, when well grown it usually 

makes trumpet measurements — readily sets seed, well worth growing. 

Sdg. 1/6/60 x Vulcan. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

4y-r 
	

GLENGANAGH 3-4 (Carncairn) A very consistent flower which stands up well to bad 

weather. Fertile both ways. Good colour contrast. Exhibition flower. 

Castle Dobbs x Sdg. 1/14/64 (Falaise O.R) 
	

Each E3/$4.50 

3w-gyr 	GRANSHA 3-4 (Ballydorn) Merlin O.R Corona golden yellow with green eye and 

scarlet rim. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

3w-gyo 	GREEN BRIDGE 3-4 {Carncairn) A very tall flower with good poise and strong stem. 

The perianth segments are smooth and overlapping, the small corona is six-angled with 

vivid green at the base and chrome yellow with a crinkled band of bright orange. 

Exhibition flower. In our winning twelve Omagh 1995. Sdg. No. 3/60/79. 

Merlin x Rockall. 	 Each L81$12 

2y-y 	GUINIVERE 2-3 (WTI. Roese) Registered in 1982 by Bill Roese who sadly died in 

2000, catalogued in his memory. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

12 
	

13 



3w-yyr 	HALGARRY 3-4 (Lea)Broad perianth segments, overlapping 2/3's. The bowl-shaped 
	

3w-gww 	IRISH LINEN 4 (Carncairn) Wootton Seedling x Hamzali. A truly beautiful flower, being 

corona is a rich orange-yellow with a well-defined narrow band of orange-red at the 
	

purest white throughout, with a striking dark green eye. Many times prize winner. 

rim. The corona is ribbed and closely frilled.Sdg.1/27/67 x Blanchard Sdg.68/15A. 	 Wooton seedling x Hamzali. 	 Each £5/$7.50 
Each £2153 

2yyw-y 
	

HAMBLEDON 2-3 O.W. Blanchard) A.M. (e) 1982. Slightly resembles Amber Castle 

only with smoother texture. Golden Aura x Daydream. 	 Each £21$3 

5)(1 
	

HARMONY BELLS 3 (Fowlds) Dainty yellow triandrus. We plant it with the miniatures 

as it appears to like good drainage and grit. Whiteley Gem x Triandrus Albus. 

Each £3/$4.50 

3w-w 
	

HIGH COTTON 3-4 (W. G. Pannili) Dreamcastle x Stainless. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

2Y-PPY 
	

HIGHLITE 4 (Pannill) A lovely and unusual flower with a smooth yellow perianth and 

cup shaped corona of soft pink, we have used it in winning collections for USA bred 

flowers. Lemnos x Kilkenny. 	 Each E2153 

2w-p 
	

HIGH REPUTE (G. E. Mitsch) Bowl shaped crown. Salmon pink slightly suffused with 

orange. Precedent x Accent 1975. 	 Each E2153 

1 w-y 
	

HIGH SEAS 2-3 (Tarry/Carncairn) Wide perianth segments spreading and overlapping. 

Vivid yellow corona. Dunmurry x Stormy Weather. 	 Each L2153 

1 7'1 
	

HONEY LOU 2-3 (David Bell) Sulphur coloured -Trousseau seedling. 	Each £1/$1.50 

2y-yoo 
	

HOT GOSSIP 2-3 (A. 1. R. Pearson) Deep gold smooth shovel shaped petals. 

Solid deep orange red corona. Almost sunproof. Good exhibition flower. 

(Home Fires x Ceylon) x Vulcan. 	 Each £4/$6 

5w-w 
	

ICEWINGS 3-4 (Coleman) Beautiful ice-white flowers of great substance, 

usually two to three flowers per stem. Good exhibition flower. 

One of my favourites. Ischia x N. Triandrus. 	 Each £2153 

3w-gyy 
	

IMPALA 4-5 (Mitsch) A very elegant flower with stiff perianth segments and flat yellow 

crown with a beautiful green eye. Show flower. Chinese White x Unknown. 

Each E2/53 

4w-r INDEPENDENCE DAY 3-4 (Mitsch) Breeding Gaytime x Bantam. Well formed double 

with clean bright colour. Broad, rounded, pure white perianth segments with petaloids 

of bright orange-red. Gaytime x Bantom. Each £4/$6 

3y-yyo 	IRISH COFFEE 5 (Mitsch/Throckmorton) Very broad ivory perianth which turns lemon. 

Crown opening yellow with an orange band. An unusual flower. 

Greenisland x Chinese White. 	 Each £1 /$1.50  

2w-y 	IRISH MIST 3-4 (Richardson) This flower has great substance and texture. The deep 

yellow-orange cup is neatly serrated at the edge. Irish Minstrel x O.P 	Each f1/$1.50 

3w-gyo 	IRISH NYMPH 4 (Carncairn) This flower has an emerald-green eye and the whole cup 

is a soft yellow-green merging to yellow, edged with a wire rim of pale orange. 

The perianth is rounded and pure white, Scented. A rapid increaser. 

Wootton seedling 866 x Hamzali. 	 Each £1/51.50 

3w-o 	IRISH RANGER 3.4 (Carncairn) An outstanding 3 with brilliant glowing red cup, not 

sun-proof but of good form and texture. 	 Each .£1/51.50 

2y-p 	IRRESISTIBLE 3 (Mitsch) Large very flat perianth of soft bug lemon. The crown is flared 

and frilled, creamy buff on the outside and pink inside, frilled with apricot pink. 

Milestone x Sugar Maple. 	 Each £4/$6 

4y-y 	ISLANDER 3-4 (Carncairn) A consistent exhibition flower with smooth, well formed 

outer perianth segments of soft yellow and slightly darker inner segments of egg yolk 

colour. Seedling No. 1/44/75. Breeding Fiji O.P. 	 Each £5157.50 

2w-wwp 	JANIS BABSON 3 (Evans) A very decorative flower with a dainty frill to the circular 

flattish cup. Very suitable for floral art. Seedling x Caro N. 	 Each £2153  

2yy-o 	JENNIE TAIT 3 (Carncairn) Named for the 1 00th birthday of a great Scottish lady on 

request of her granddaughter. At last some success in the quest for sunproof y-o's. It 

lasted in brillant sunshine in 1995. Has an unusual goblet shaped corona narrowing at 

the mouth. Very healthy Winner of World Tour N.I. Daffodil Trophy 1998 for a planting 

at Dixon Park. Sdg. 6/3/82. Zeus x Bunclody. 	 Each L5/$730  

6w-w 	JENNY 2 (C. F Coleman) Pure white sister of Dove Wings. Mitylene x N. Cyclamineus. 

Each £1151.50 

6y-o 
	

JETFIRE 1-2 (Mitsch) A charming early flower with a rich yellow perianth which reflexes 

beautifully, and a longish corona which opens golden orange and gradually turns a rich 

orange red. Free of bloom and increase. 	 Each E1/$1.50 

6y-y 
	

JINGLE 2-3 (P+G Phillips) Perianth segments of pale lemon, reflexed. The corona opens 

pale lemon, becoming cream with age. Resembles Binkie but with reflexed perianth. 

Each £2/53 

5w-y 	JINGLE BELLS 3-4 (Pannill) 1973. Fair Colleen x Triandrus Albus. 	Each f71$10.50 



2w-p 

2y-r 

KEN'S FAVOURITE 3-4 (Murray Evans U.S.A.) Cordial x Cara Nome. The true rose pink 

corona comes in great contrast to the pure white perianth. A good garden flower. 

Cordial x Caro Nome. 	 Each £2/$3 

KINDLED 4 (G. L. Wilson) Broad, golden perianth of fine substance, which takes on a 

slightly reddish aid-gold flush as the flower ages. The shallow crown is solid vivid red. 

Indian Summer x (Workman x Trevisky). Each £1/$1.50 

Each £5/57.50 

3w-gww 	KNOCKLAYDE 4 (A. E. Robinson) Tall flower resembling Cool Crystal but with better 

poise and purer white. The corona is tightly frilied. Sdg. No. 3151179. 

Cool Crystal x Delos. 

3w-yyo 

6yw-w 

3w-yyo 

LANGFORD GROVE 4 (Mrs J. Abel Smith) Hamzali x Aircastle. 	Each £1/$1.50 

LEMON SILK 2-3 (Mitsch) Opening soft lemon with a long flared cup which eventually 

turns pure white. Beautiful smooth perianth resembling N. Cyclamineus, one of the 

best. Nazareth x Cyclamineus. 	 Each £91$13.50 

LEMON TREE 3.4 {Mitsch) Cushendall O.P. 1980. An enchanting late flower 

with a beautiful formed perianth of glistening white and small bright yellow 

cup with narrow orange rim. Show flower. Each f4/$6 

Each £5/57.50 

2w-p 	LISNAMURRICAN 3-4 (Tarry/Carncairn) Sdg No 18/5185. Broad, overlapping 
perianth segments with cylindrical, very slightly expanding corona of deep 
smooth pink slightly paler at the rim. Selected by staff and pupils of Lisnamurrican 

School, Broughshane, hence the name. Sdg. No. 18/5/85. 
Ann Cameron x Quiet Day. 

Each £2/$3 

2w-o 
	

LOCH BRORA 2-3 (Lea) Snow white perianth and a large cup of vivid orange. 
Very striking flower. Arbar O.R x Seedling x Brahms. 	 Each £4/$6 

3w-r 
	

LOCH COIRE 3-4 (Lea) Bright cherry red cup solid to the base and sparkling 
white, smooth perianth. Purbeck x (Loch Assynt x Merlin). 	 Each £2/$3 

2y-r 
	

LOCH LOYAL 2.3 (Lea) Large rich golden perianth and fiery red cup. 
In winning Engleheart cup 1979 and 1980. Vulcan x Achduart. 	 Each £2/$3 

2y-r 
	

LOCH MABERRY 2-3 (Lea) The smooth flat perianth is an apricot yellow with broad 
petals and the short cup is slightly expanded, solid red to the base. A good strong and 
consistent plant with good form. Torrldon x Sdg. No. 1/38/66. 	 Each £2/$3 

2y-r 
	

LOCH STAC 2-3 (Lea) Air Marshal x Seedling. Small yellow-red. 
Show flower. 	 Each £2153 

3w-yrr 
	

LOCHTROOL (Lea) (Merlin x Rockall) x Purbeck. 	 Each £2153 

1  Y - 1) 
	

LORIKEET 3.4 (Mitsch) RIMA O.P. Soft lemon yellow perianth, 
apricot pink corona. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

2y-r 
	

LOUGHBAWN 2 (Carncairn) The earliest and longest lasting of all the 
2y-r seedlings we have bred. Grows very well in pots. The cup has a straight edge 
and holds its colour well. Exhibited under No. W19/1 1. 
(Fortune's Sun x Ceylon) x Spelter. 

ly-y 	JUMBO GOLD 3 (B. S. Duncan) Large yellow trumpet, very overlapping petals. 

Show potential. Yellow Idol Seedling x Spanish Gold. 	 Each £2/$3 
LESLIE HILL 2.3 (Carncairn) A very neat and consistent white trumpet. 
Long-lasting, uniform, and making excellent bulbs. Has gained awards 
on the show bench. Chinese White x Ave. 

1 w-w 

Each 12/$3 
4w-gyy 	KEATS 4 {Alec Gray) First registered as a poet. This is a very unusual flower with small 

yellow petaloids appearing at the base and very long narrow perianth segments. More a 

collectors item than a show flower. Attractive in arrangements. 	Each £3/$4.50 

7y-o 	KINGLET 3 (Mitsch) An attractive orange-cupped jonquil hybrid bearing two or three 

blooms to each stem. Rapid increaser. Narvik x Jonquilla. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

1Y-Y 	KING'S STAG 2-3 Q.W. Blanchard) A rich golden trumpet with broad flat petals. Good 

exhibition flower. Tollard Royal x Arctic Gold. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

3w-gyo 	KIRKINRIOLA 3-4 (Carncairn) A very consistent flower with deep green eye and 

brilliant orange rim. Merlin x Fairmile. 	 Each £1/51.50 

2o-r 	KNOCKANURE 3-4 (Carncairn) A very strong growing flower with brilliant colouring. 

The perianth is large with heavy texture, a consistent pale orange. The goblet shaped 

corona is deep red.Very striking. Sdg. No. 2/11/80. Glencraig x Fireraiser. 
Each £5/$7.50 

2w-w 	KNOWEHEAD 3 (G. L. Wilson) Pure ice-white with a pointed but broad perianth and 

trumpet shaped crown, rolled at the mouth. Cotterton x Broughshane. 	Each £11$1.50 

6w-gpp 	LILAC CHARM 3-4 (Duncan) Well known cyclamineus with great charm as its name 
suggests. Many times a prize-winner. Roseworthy x R562 x Rose Caprice. 

Each £4/$6 

4w-w 	LILLANDE 3.4 (Carncairn) This flower has wide while perianth segments the inner 

whorl is inflexed with wavy margins, corona segments interspersed among the perianth 
segments and frilled slightly resembling carnations. The neck is short and strong. 
Egg Nog x Castle Dobbs. 	 Each £3/$4.50 



Each £10/$15 

MARY ROBINSON 2-3 (Carncairn) Named for the ex President of Ireland by request. 

A tall elegant large flower. Clear golden yellow with a neat, cup shaped corona. 

Very consistent and makes wonderful bulbs. Scig.No.919/82. 

Ballytrim x Golden Aura. 

Each £10/$15 

MISS KITTY 3.4 (Tarry/Carncairn) Hybridised by George Tarry when Sweet Georgia 

was still under seedling number. Chosen by Dick Frank to be named "Miss Kitty". 

A very large flower which won its class in the Belfast show, 1995. Quite an 

exceptional pink with tremendous texture. Still waiting for increase. 

Sdg No. 1/8/85. Vital x Sweet Georgia. 

Each £1/$1.50 

3w-woo 	MISTY MOON 5 (G. L. Wilson) A charming flower with a pure white perianth 

and large eye, with grey-white centre and half pale salmon orange. 

Bookmark x Daydream. 

Each £2/$3 

4y-y 	MOON FLIGHT 3-4 (Mitsch) Large flower with pale soft lemon outer segments 

and similar colour in the centre interspersed with lemon gold petaloids. 

Gaytime x Daydream. 

3y-o 

2wyyp 

3w-y 

1 w-gww 

9w-gyr 

S 

lw-p 

2w-yyr 

MOON RHYTHM 3-4 (Ballydorn) A distinctive flower with sulphur-yellow perianth 

becoming paler with age. Orange-red crown. Successful in shows. 	Each £4/$6 

MONTCLAIR 2-3 (Mrs.J.Abel Smith) Dulcie Joan hybrid. The corona is shallow, 

yellow with pink at the rim. 	 Each £2/$3 

MOYARGET 3-4 (Carncairn) A tall flower much admired at the R.H.S. in 1988. Best 

seedling in Belfast show in 1992. Spreading, well-overlapping perianth, deep yellow 

corona. In some conditions edged with orange. Merlin x Rockall. Each £3/$4.50 

MUIRFIELD 2.3 (B. S. Duncan) Resembles a better formed "Queenscourt" with the 

perianth segments more tapering at the apex. Empress of Ireland x White Empress. 

Each £2/$3 

NICK'S PINK 2-3 (Carncairn) Scig.No.1/12/88. A very early flowering pink with a large 

expanding trumpet. Breeding seedling 512/74 (which came from another pink seedling 

x Gracious Lady) - open pollinated. It is very interesting to note that Gracious Lady was 

only registered in 1974 so we must have used a flower from the London show to get the 

pollen. Mrs Richardson allowed us to bring any flowers we admired home. Seed sown 

by our grandson Nicholas. Each £51$7.50 

NORTHERN SCEPTRE 4 (Ballydorn) Northern Light O.P A very brilliant large flower of 

exhibition quality which could be described as a much improved and more consistent 

Northern Light. Many class awards. Each £3/$4.50 

MURLOUGH 5 (Ballydorn Bulb Farm) Cantabile hybrid O.R. The corona is 

saucer-shaped, opening green, with red at the rim, and the mid-zone 

becoming yellow. 	 Each £243 

ODYSSEY 4 (Pannill) A beautiful and full double. Show flower. 

Snowhill x 4w-y Sdg. 	 Each £3/$4.50 
4w-y 

3y-gyr 	ON EDGE 3.4 (Throckmorton) 1976. Old Satin x Altruist. 	 Each £21$3 

3w-yyo 	OUR TEMPIE 3-4 (Pannill) Round white perianth segments and deep yellow saucer 

shaped cup with wide orange band at scalloped edge. Merlin x Hotspur. 

Each £3/$4.50 
2w-wwp OUTLOOK (Pannill) Long flared cup, opens yellowish, soon fades to white with a 

delicate pale pink rim. White perianth segments are broad and pointed. 

Empress of Ireland x Accent. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

LURIG 3 (Carncairn) Large flower with striking colour which won three awards in 

Indianapolis in 1991. Featured on cover of A.D.S. journal in September 1991. Very 

smooth flat perianth segments and bright orange-red goblet shaped corona. 

Sdg. No. 9/11/82. Breeding BuncIody x Zeus. 	 Each £10/$15 

LYNCHBURG 3-4 (Pannill) Oval, semi-pointed perianth and small cup with golden 

yellow throat and wide band or orange. Enniskiflen x Hotspur. 	 Each £41$6 

MAX (Scamp) 2-3 Excellent show flower very strong growing. Ron Scamp rates it as 

very good. Gironde x Falstaff. 	 Each £15/$22.50 

MENUCHA 3 (Carncairn) It is a very smooth consistent flower slightly resembling 

Easter Moon but with a larger more rounded cup. Wootton Seedling x White Prince. 

Each £1/$1.50 

MEREDITH 3-4 (Carncairn) One of the most beautiful flowers we have raised, with 

large overlapping perianth segments of pale yellow and shallow orange-yellow corona 

rimmed with orange-red. Very consistent. Best unregistered seedling Belfast Show 

1993. Sdg, No. 13/19/82. Unnamed Wootton seedling x Pale Sunlight. 	Each £10/$15 

MILAN 4-5 {A. M. Wilson) Pre 1932. 	 Each £1 /$1.50 

MILESTONE 2-3 (Mitsch) Slightly pointed perianth of sulphur yellow 

with distinct pink cup. Leonaine x O.P. 	 Each £21$3 

MISSION BELLS 4 (Mitsch) Usually comes with three flowers per stem for us. One of 

my favourites, ivory white with slightly reflexing perianths and long, bowl shaped 

crowns with yellow green eyes. Silver Bells O.P. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

2y-r 

2w-yoo 

2y-y 

llay-yrr 

2w-gww 

3y-yyo 

1y-y 

2y-p 

5w-w 

2w-p 



20 21 

OYKEL 4 (Lea) An excellent exhibition flower which grows very well for us. 
In the winning Engelheart group in 1982. A very good !aster. 

Loch Assynt x Merlin. 

3w-y 

Each £2/$3 

3y-gyo 

2y-y 

3w-yrr 

4w-p 

2w-p 

PAINTED DESERT 3.4 (Throckmorton) Yellow-gold perianth and deep 

gold cup with frilled vermilion edge. Green eye. Old Satin x Altruist. 	Each £2/$3 

PALE SUNLIGHT 4 (Carncairn) Very much resembling a Division 2 Aircastle with a 

clear cut goblet shaped cup. The most delicious shade of cool cream. In our 
winning group for the Royal Mail Trophy 1982. Greenisland x Tobernaveen. 

Each £2/$3 
PALMYRA 4-5 (Mitsch) Pure white perianth and small yellow corona 

banded with orange-red. Cadence x Clockface. 	 Each £2/$3 

PARFAIT 3-4 (Murray Evans) Sister seedling of the better known Replete. 

Very fertile. Pink Chiffon x Accent. 	 Each £21$3 

PARKFIELD'S BEAUTY 3 (Carncairn) Very smooth perianth and pure pink corona. 

Best seedling in Hillsborough, Northern Ireland 1989. Sdg. No. 1/18/76. 

(Easter Moon x Rose Caprice) open pollinated. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

Each £4/$6 

1w-p 	PARK LANE (Pannill) Salmon-pink trumpet flared and fluted at the margin. 
Perianth segments somewhat pointed, inner ones significantly narrower. 

Stem is not very strong. Rima x Salmon Trout. 

2w-p 	•  PINK ICE 2-3 (Mitsch/Havens) The well rounded over-lapping perianth segments 
accompany a deep pink slightly ruffled crown. The flower's refinement, smoothness 

and well balanced appearance make it a worthy contestant for the show bench. 
Precedent x Sdg. A5/12 (Caro Nome x Accent). 	 Each £4/$6 

2w-p 	PARKGATE 3 (Carncairn) A very striking large flower with the dark pink corona in sharp 

contrast to the pure white perianth. First prize N.I.D.G. early show in Ballance House, 

1996, and runner-up for best bloom. Sdg No. 1/4/84. George's Pink x Dailmanach, 
Each £10/$15 

lyw-w 	PAY DAY 4.5 (Havens) Broad flat golden yellow perianth. Well formed trumpet, 

flared and frilled. White halo on perianth. Royal Oak x Daydream. 	Each £3/$4.50 

2w-wwp PEACOCK 4 (Pannill) In our conditions the pink gradually merges into white half way 

down the corona with variations in the pink tints. Green Island x Accent. 

Each £3/$4.50 

2w-gwp 	PERIPHERAL PINK 3-4 (Mitsch/Havens) Intense colour of Eclat and show form of 

Precedent. Precedent x Eclat. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

5w-w 	PETREL 4 (Mitsch) Beautiful flower with small rounded cups. Several heads per stem. 

Quick Step x Triandrus Albus. 	 Each L2/$3 

3w-yyo 	PICASSO 3-4 (Carncairn) A fine quality flowerwith great substance and smooth 
texture. The bright orange rim is very striking. Formerly seedling 67 3b rim. 

Corofin x Merlin. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

PINK SILK 3-4 (Havens) The most beautiful pink trumpet we have grown. Exhibition 
flower. May prove good for breeding. At Dawning x Graduation. 	Each £1 0/$15 

PISMO BEACH 4 (B. S. Duncan) A large flower with shallow crown banded with pure 
soft pink, grey-green eye. Very attractive. Syracuse x Jewel Song. 	Each £2/$3 

PITTA 3-4 (Mitsch) Good increaser. Strong pink. Precedent x Debutante. Each £3/$4.50 

PLAYSCHOOL 4 (Carncairn) Another rimmed cultivar with this good cross. 
Beautiful white perianth and bright orange-rimmed corona with green eye. 
Bravura x Bushmills. Each £1/$1.50 

PLOVER 3 (Mitsch) Precedent x Carita. Very broad perianth with 
saucer-shaped apricot crown. 	 Each £2.50/S3.75 

POLGLASS 2-3 (Lea) Achnasheen x Loch Assynt. 	 Each £2/$3 

POPCORN 3-4 Seedling No. 1/30/82. Raised from Phil Phillips open pollinated 
seed. A brilliantly coloured flower particularly good in collections. In winning group of 
six threes in Ballymena 1991. Perianth segments like two equilateral triangles. 

Very smooth texture. Good size. 	 Each £10/$15 

PORT ERIN 4-5 (Ballyclorn) Lovely very late flower with thick texture in the rounded 
perianth. Green eye. Portstewart x Tryst. 	 Each £2/$3 

PORT NOO 3-4 (Carncairn) A very consistent flower with well overlapping pure white 
perianth standing at right-angles to the straight stem. First prize seedling in class in 
Ballymena 1991. Very good in pots. Many times prize winner in Belfast. 
Sdg. No. 5/4/79. Golden Aura x Aircastle. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

POWDER ROOM 4 (Carncairn) Boudoir selfed. The corona has a very beautiful eye 
zone, deep green at the base, merging into a dark pink, almost red ring which softens to 
powder pink with an expanded and serrated edge. Strong perianth like two triangles. 
Lovely for late shows and floral arrangements. Sdg. No. 1/21/78. 	Each £547.50 

PRECEDENT 5 (Mitsch) A beautiful vigorous flower with a smooth rounded perianth 

and bowl-shaped crown banded with apricot salmon fading to a paler shade near the 
centre. Mabel Taylor x Greenisland. Each £1/$1.50 
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PRIMROSE PATH 3.4 (Carncairn) Passionale x Rose Caprice. A medium sized flower 

with a broad flat perianth and bug pink cup. It has a strong scent of primroses. 

Passionate x Rose Caprice. Formerly Sdg. No. W8/9. 	 Each £1 1$1.50 

PROSKA 2-3 (Jackson) Vixi x Goldscript. 	 Each £2/$3 

PUEBLO 4 (Mitsch) A vigorous grower which can produce up to three flowers on a 

stem. A good garden variety Binkie x N. Jonquilla. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

PUPPET 3.4 (Mitsch) Deep golden yellow perianth with bright orange crown. 

One or two blooms per stem. Narvik x N. Triandius var. concoior. 	Each £2/$3 

QUAIL 3-4 (Mitsch) Unusual Jonquil hybrid with rich golden yellow perianth, 

longish crown of same colour, flared at the mouth, two or three blooms per stem. 

Daydream x Jonquil la. 	 Each £7/$1.50 

QUASAR 3-4 (M.Evans) Striking colours. Heavy substance. 

Corona pink, shading to red. Cordial x Precedent. 	 Each E10/$15 

QUIET ANN 2-3 (Tarry/Carncairn) Another large pink but mid season. 

It was second in a Div. 2 class in Hilisborough 1998. This flower has a beautiful eye 
resembling Rose Royale with a dark rim of pink at the base of the corona which is a 

paler pink as it expands. Seed given to us by George Tarry Sdg.No.19/5/85. 

Ann Cameron x Quiet Day. 	 Each £10/$15 

QUIET DAY 3-4 (Carncairn) Irish Rose x Rose Caprice seedling. Open pollinated. 

Very smooth pink. Good form and texture. Special award Royal International Festival, 

Liverpool, 1984. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

4w-p REPLETE 2-3 (Murray Evans) A very full double as its name implies, some of the 

petaloids are so pink they are almost red. Fertile. Pink Chiffon x Accent. 

Each E3/$4.50 

2o-r 
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3w-gyo 	RIM RIDE 3-4 (Pannill) An exhibition flower with smooth slightly reflexing perianth 

S 	segments, the bowl shaped crown is soft yellow and banded with orange. 

Precedent x Glenwherry. 	 Each L3/$4.50 

3w-gyo 
	

RING HADDY 3-4 (Ballyclarn) Circular flat smooth perianth, smaller saucer 

crown nicely banded, deep orange-red, scented. Best Div. 3, 

Belfast Festival, 1989. 	 Each L3/$4.50 

RIO GUSTO 3 (Ballydorn) Smooth copper flushed broad perianth, 

expanded red corona with scalloped edge. Rio Rouge x Cambeg. 	Each L4156 

RIPTIDE 2-3 (David Bell) One of the most strongly contrasted I y-w's 

we have grown. David Bell x Dawngold. 	 Each £51$7.50 

RIVENDELL 3-4 (B. S. Duncan) Tall, strong good substance. 

Exhibition flower. Woodland Prince x Crepello. 	 Each £2/$3 

Each £1I$1.50 

RED COTTAGE 3 (Carncairn) An exceptionally long lasting flower with a 

pure white rounded perianth of good form and texture. The yellow cup is 

banded with brilliant orange-red. Scented. 

Each £2/$3 

REGGAE 2.3 (B. S. Duncan) One of Foundlings best children with a deep pink 

green eyed cup which is of beautifully proportioned narrow and slightly 

expanded cylindrical form. Pure white smooth perianth with good reflex. 

Roseworthy x Foundling. 

Each L4/$6 

ROSEATE TERN 3-4 (J. M. de Navarro) This flower resembles Romance, 

but has greater exhibition consistency and a really tall stem for a "pink". 

(Templernore x Salmon Trout) x Romance. 

2y-o 	RACEVIEW 3-4 (Carncairn) Medium sized flower with deep yellow perianth and 

goblet shaped corona serrated at the edge, a compelling orange red. 

In our winning 6, Ballymena 1995. Sdg.No. 19/3/82. Zeus x Bunclody. Each £5/$7.50 

2y-r 	RESPLENDENT 2 (Mitsch) Good deep yellow perianth and vivid orange-red crown. 

Strong grower and good exhibition flower. (Narvik x California Gold) x Flaming Meteor. 
Each £2/$3 

2w-y 	REVELATION 2.3 (W. G. Pannill) Exhibition flower. Bizerta x Festivity. 

Distinctive rolled corona smooth overlapping perianth. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

2o-o 	RORY'S GLEN 3 (Robinson-Carncairn) A tall flower with fantastic deep orange colour 
in the perianth. Bulbs of Rory's Glen were grown at the National Arboretum near 

Washington D.C. for their 'flowers of the Future" garden in 1988 where it produced 

excellent blooms. Bunclody x Fireraiser. 	 Each £5/$7.50 
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RAPTURE 2-3 (Mitsch) Quite the most successful Div. 6 we grow. 

Many times prize winner. Nazareth x N. Cyclamineus. 	 Each £31$4.50 

ROSE GOLD 4 	S. Duncan) Beautiful yellow-pink. Consistent prize winner. 

Daydream x Reverie. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

ROUND ROBIN 3-4 (Carncairn) A very tall long lasting flower with Aircastle colour 

perianth, and chrome coloured corona with narrow red rim. The corona is completely 

flat. Aircastle hybrid. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

ROYAL COACHMAN 3 (Evans) Has all the colours of a Royal Coachman trout fly, 

white, green, red and yellow. Smooth, tall and colourful. Rose Marie x Carolina. 
Each £9/$1.50 
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2w-gwy ROYAL WEDDING 3-4 (Carncairn) A large rounded flower with an overlapping 

perianth and circular cup edged with a ring of gold. Strong stem and neck, good poise. 

Green Island x Tobernaveen. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

2w-w 	STOKE CHARITY 3 (A. J. R. Pearson) Very pure white flower with a sage green eye. 

Should be good for shows. Easter Moon x Rashee. 	 Each £3/$4.50 

3o-r 	SABINE HAY 3-4 (D. B. Milne) Very consistent show flower with brilliant 

colouring and good form. 	 Each E5/$7.50 

6y-o 	SATELLITE 1 (Mitsch) Rouge x Cyclamineus. Clear yellow reflexing perianth and 

orange-red longish crown. Rouge x Cyclamineus. 	 Each £1/$1.50  

3w-yyo 	STRANOCUM 3-4 (Carncairn) A tall flower typical of the breeding. A good grower and 

useful for collections with its clear orange rim. Sdg.No.7160179. Merlin x Rockall. 

Each f3/$4.50 
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STRATOSPHERE 4 (G. E. Mitsch) Deep golden flowers, several per stem. 

S 
	

Good show flower Narvik x Jonquilla. 	 Each L2/$3 
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STRAY 2-3 (Carncairn) Resembling Dove Wing in form, but with a faint edge 
of pink to the cup. Foundling x Lilac Charm. 	 Each f3/$4.50 

STYLISH 3-4 (P G. Phillips) Very bright colouring. With us this flower comes as 
2o-o as the perianth is distinctly orange. It is proving a good pollen and seed parent. 

Each L3/$4.50 

SUSAN PEARSON 3 (Favell) A striking jonquil with rich yellow perianth and a flat 
orange-red cup. Several heads on one stem. Hades x N. Jonquilla. 	Each f1/$1.50 

SWEETNESS 3-4 (Tavel]) A delightful scented flower of very beautiful quality. 
A selfyellow jonquil which is a consistent winner on the show bench. 

A vigorous and fast increaser. 	 Each f1/$1.50 

TACO 2-3 (Pannill) Kilworth x Avenger. Large brightly coloured flower. Each £2/$3.40 

TALL SHIP 2-3 (Tarry/Carncairn) Sister seedling to High Seas. Sdg. No. 1/36/82. 
A very attractive tall flower with an even roll to the trumpet. Well proportioned. 

Short neck. Potential show flower. Dunmurry x Stormy Weather. Each f5/$7.50 

TANGENT 3-4 (Mitsch) Large rounded perianth and cup-shaped corona of coral rose. 

Green Island x Accent. 	 Each £2.50/$4 

THALIA 3-4 (Van Waveren) A delightful triandrus coming with one or two ice-white 

pendant flowers with slightly reflexed petals. Resembles Niveth. In some soils one can 
expect more flowers per stem. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

3w-gyo 	SCAMP 3-4 (Carncairn) Red Cottage 0.P spotted in our fields some years ago by Ron 
Scamp. This flower has a brilliant eye which retains its colour if picked young. Pure 

white perianth, the corona is orange-red serrated at the edge. Yellow mid zone merged 
into the eye. Sdg.No.5/10/80. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

2w-p 	SEDATE 2.3 (Phil Phillips) Elegant pink. Scarce. 	 Each £1 /$1.50 

ly-y 	SHANE'S CASTLE 3 (Carncairn) A very large flower carried on a tall stem. The perianth 

is slightly reflexed, but the petals lie flat. Maviston x Pretoria. 	 Each £1/$1.50 

2y-r 
	

SHINING LIGHT 3 (F E. Board) A good flower with perianth segments of smooth 
yellow, slightly reflexing and of good texture. The cup is goblet-shaped and of deep 

orange-red, serrated at the edge. Very consistent. Dunkeld x Revelry. 	Each £141.50 

2w-gww 	SILKCUT 3 (B.S.Duncan) Easter Moon x Silent Valley A striking exhibition flower 

with a rather narrow cup, whiter than the perianth. 	 Each E2/$3 

2y-y 
	

SKERRY 3 (Carncairn) Golden Aura x Aircastle.Very smooth overlapping perianth large 

and pointed. Lightly ribbed shallow corona. Especially good in collections with its cool 

green-yellow colouring. Strong grower and good increaser. Sdg. No. 4/4179. 

Golden Aura x Aircastle. 	 Each £41$6 

2y-o 	SOLIHULL 2-3 (Carncairn) This cultivar was chosen for exhibitors to enter one of the six 
special classes at the Daffodil Society Centenary Show at Solihull in April 1998 - hence 

the name. Sdg.No52182. Bunclody x Safari. 	 Each £3/$4.50 
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2w-p 	SOPHIE GIRL (Mrs J.Abel Smith) Corona damson pink. 

Chelsea Derby x "Leonaine" 3-4. 	 Each L2/$3 

1 w-y 
	

SPARTAN 3 (W. Pannill) A useful addition to this scarce class. Newcastle x Statue. 

Each £31$4.50 
2w-gyw 
	

STARTHROAT 4 (Mitsch) Striking large white flower with great substance, beautiful 

emerald green centre, Pigeon x Tryst. 	 Each f6/$9 

3w-gyr 	STAR TREK 3-4 (Throckmorton) A striking flower with heavy white perianth and small 

corona with green eye and vermilion scarlet rim. Old Satin x Altruist. 	Each E2/$3 

24 

THREE TREES 2-3 (Robin sort-Carncairn) A very consistent show flower, always 

producing smooth texture. The corona is an unusual sulphur yellow, the perianth white 
and overlapping. Short neck and good poise. In winning group of six three's Ballymena 

1991. Selg. No. 6/38/79. Newcastle x Cool Harmony. 	 Each £5/$7.50 

2y-o 	TILDARG 3-4 (Carncairn) Pale yellow perianth, very overlapping with soft orange flat 

corona which changes colour as the flower ages. A most unusual flower. 

Show potential. Pale Sunlight x Wootion Seedling. 	 Each f5/$7.50 
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3y-gyr 	TIMOLIN 4 (Carncairn) Pale yellow well-formed perianth and emerald-green corona 
with pure yellow mid-zone, and narrow rim which is almost crimson. Not a large 

flower, but useful for showing. Sunapee x Aircastle. 	 Each L3/$4.50 

4y-r 	TONGA (J. L. Richardson) Rounded yellow double with red and yellow 

petaloids interspersed. Falaise x Ceylon. 	 Each £2/$3 

2y-r 	TORRIDON 2-3 (J. S. B. Lea) Exhibition flower of brilliant colouring. Practically sun- 

proof. Good parent. Seedling x Vulcan. 

6w-y 	TRENA 1-2 (Miss M Verry). Early pale yellow attractive cyclamineus. 

Assini x Cyclamineus. 	 Each £2/$3 

4w-p 	TROPIC ISLE 2-3 (G. E. Mitsch) A double row of white perianth segments 
with a very full centre of pink and ivory petaloids. Pink Chiffon x Accent. 

Each L3/$4.50 

4w-o 	TULLYNOG 4 (Carncairn) This is a rather short double, perhaps an advantage as it 

stands up to wind. The brilliant orange of the petaloids comes from pink breeding 

in both parents. Egg Nog x Tullydore. 	 Each £21$3 

1 w-w 	VIGIL 2-3 (G. L. Wilson) A very large, ice-white flower, with a broad pointed perianth 

and beautifully flanged trumpet. Courage x Kanchenjunga. 	 Each £2/$3 

2o-o 	WARM DAY 2-3 (Carncairn) A very brilliantly coloured flower of deep red orange with 

a cup shaped corona darker than the perianth. The colour intensifies as the flower ages 

resembling a blood orange. Much admired in Baltimore 1996 although it was nearly 

over! Sdg. No. 116186. Stylish x Rory's Glen. 	 Each £25/$37.50 

2w-gyp 	WENDY WALSH 4 (Carncairn) An unusual small flower with lemon-white perianth, 

greenish eye, and cup which is yellow-pink with a pastel pink edge. Seedling x Tynan. 

Each £2/$3 

2w-y 
	

YELLOW TAIL 2-3 (Murray Evens) Resembles its pod parent but blooms earlier. 

Smooth, flat and overlapping perianth. Long cup of deep primrose has no 
flutes except at margin where it is slightly flared. Good stem and neck. 	Each £2/$3  

DIVISION 11 SPLIT CORONAS 
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Each £2/$3 
Each £1 /$1 .50 

Each £1/$1.50 

Each £2/$3 

Each £5/£7.50 

11 ay-y OBELISK (Gerritsen) 3 Each £2/$3 
11 aw-yo PALETTE (Gerritsen) 3 Each £1/$1.50 
11 aw-yoo PICK UP (Gerritsen) 3 Each £11$1.50 
11 aw-o SOVEREIGN (Gerritsen) 2-3 Each £2/$3 
11 aw-o TRICOLLET (Gerritsen) 3-4 Each L11$1.50 
11 ay-y TRIPARTITE (Brooke) 4 Each £2/$3 

11 aw-y VALDROME (Gerritsen) 2-3 Each £1 /$1 30 

MINIATURES AND SMALL VARIETIES 

BOBBY SOXER £1/$1.50 JONQUILLA f1/$1.50 
CLARE f2/$3 MINNOW 11/51.50 
DIVERTIMENTO f1/$1.50 PIXIES SISTER f 1 /5 1 -50 
ELKA £1/$1.50 X1T f2/$3 
GIPSY QUEEN £2153 ICE CHIMES 13/$4,50 
HAWERA f1/$1.50 



To all our friends and faithful customers. 

We were delighted to meet and to speak to many of you throughout the 
year and we thank you for your concern and sympathy after the death of 
our good friend Robin Reade. 

We have known Kate and Robin since childhood, and we were delighted 
when his family agreed that it would be appropriate to name one of our 
seedlings in his memory, one of six new introductions. 

Robin and Kate were totally dedicated to the daffodil business since 1957 
and they made many friends throughout the world. 

We wish you all a very enjoyable and successful season as the shows 
commence for 2003. 

Sandy Wilson 

Kate Reade 
John Maybin 
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